Taken over the telephone from Colonel Perry.

G-2 Order of liaison with CIG.

Intelligence Group Memorandum No. 115.

Subject: Transmission of material to other agencies.

1. No written material or estimates will be transmitted by the branches of the Intelligence Group to other agencies without the approval of the Office of the Chief, Intelligence Group. Where such authorized material is other than factual, it will be cleared through the Office of the Director of Intelligence.

2. This does not prohibit members of other agencies discussing matters or situations with personnel of the Intelligence Group. In such cases, it must be made clear that any opinions are those of the individual, and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Intelligence Division.

3. The following procedure for transmitting informal information to the CIG is effective:

   a. The CIG will appoint a contact officer from each geographic branch, CIG, who upon being duly identified to the Chief, Intelligence Group, will be the sole contact from CIG to the corresponding geographic branch, Intelligence Group. Names of such contact officers will be published. No information will be given to other personnel from CIG.

(Unsigned)